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Abstract

We present a pipeline for multi-lingual Shal-
low Discourse Parsing. The pipeline exploits
machine translation and word alignment, by
translating any incoming non-English input text
into English, applying an English discourse
parser, and projecting the found relations onto
the original input text through word alignments.
While the purpose of the pipeline is to provide
rudimentary discourse relation annotations for
low-resource languages (for which no annota-
tions exist at all), in order to get an idea of
performance, we evaluate it on the sub-task of
discourse connective identification for several
languages for which gold data are available. We
experiment with different setups of our modular
pipeline architecture and analyze intermediate
results. Our code is made available on GitHub.

1 Introduction

Uncovering coherence relations in texts, also re-
ferred to as discourse parsing, is a complex task.
It is comparably difficult and time-consuming for
humans to annotate such relations, and as a result,
relatively little training data is available for ma-
chines to train a system on. Most of this data is
in English. Although recent shared tasks (Zeldes
et al., 2019, 2021; Braud et al., 2023) have had a
strong multilingual focus and included up to 13
different languages, there is still a large variety of
languages that are seriously under-resourced when
it comes to research on discourse and coherence.

In this paper, we attempt to address this issue by
presenting an end-to-end, multi-lingual discourse
parser. Our parser essentially consists of a pro-
cessing pipeline that exploits machine translation,
an English discourse parser, and a word aligner, to
project discourse relation annotations onto any non-
English input text, without a need for any language-
specific training data. The goal of our pipeline is to
kick-start the annotation of discourse relations in
languages for which little to no resources are avail-

able, or to provide rudimentary discourse relation
annotations for downstream applications where ac-
curacy is not the main concern.

To get an idea of performance, we experiment
with various different configurations of our mod-
ular architecture and evaluate on the sub-task of
connective identification. We compare our results
against a lexicon-based baseline that needs no train-
ing data either, and a state-of-the-art connective
identification system trained specifically on the lan-
guage and domain. Our pipeline mostly outper-
forms the lexicon-based baseline, by a factor of up
to 2.7, and while a system specifically trained on
the task outperforms our pipeline for all languages
and corpora for which training data is available,
we retain up to 81% of performance for some of
those corpora. We analyze the (intermediate) re-
sults from different system configurations, in order
to investigate which components of our processing
pipeline are the most error-prone. We hope that our
system proves to be a useful tool for researchers
working on automated approaches to Shallow Dis-
course Parsing for languages for which little to no
gold data is available.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses related work, focusing mainly
on discourse parsing. Section 3 explains our system
architecture. Section 4 presents the results, which
are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 sums
up our main contributions and discusses directions
for future work.

2 Related Work

In 2015 and 2016, two consecutive CoNLL shared
tasks (Xue et al., 2015, 2016) caused a spark in
interest in the discourse parsing task. The 2015
iteration worked with English only, the 2016 iter-
ation was multi-lingual by adding Chinese. Both
followed the Shallow Discourse Parsing paradigm
proposed by the Penn Discourse TreeBank (PDTB,
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Prasad et al. (2008, 2019)). This approach is often
referred to as Shallow Discourse Parsing since con-
trary to other discourse parsing frameworks such
as Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST, Mann and
Thompson (1988)) or Segmented Discourse Rep-
resentation Theory (SDRT, Asher and Lascarides
(2003)), it makes no commitment to overall text
structure, and deals with coherence relations on a
local level.

PDTB parsing is often done in end-to-end fash-
ion, with plain text as input and a list of discourse
relations as output, where each relation consists of
a relation type (explicit, implicit, alternative lexi-
calization or other), arguments and relation sense.
Since the introduction of a pipeline architecture
by Lin et al. (2014), many systems adopted this
setup (Wang and Lan, 2015; Oepen et al., 2016;
Knaebel, 2021). The majority of systems work on
English, with some systems focusing on Chinese
(Kang et al., 2016; Kong and Zhou, 2017; Chuan-
An et al., 2018). Beyond that, to the best of our
knowledge, the only other supported language for
end-to-end parsing is German (Bourgonje, 2021).

With a series of shared tasks, the Discourse Rela-
tion Parsing and Treebanking workshops (DISRPT,
Zeldes et al. (2019, 2021); Braud et al. (2023))
strongly encouraged a multi-lingual approach and
moreover, attempted to converge work on different
parsing paradigms, by including corpora follow-
ing the annotation guidelines from both the PDTB,
RST and SDRT. The shared task setup moved away
from an end-to-end approach, and system submis-
sions (Liu et al., 2023; Metheniti et al., 2023; Anu-
ranjana, 2023) focused on particular sub-tasks.

Our contribution aims to enable discourse pars-
ing for an even larger variety of languages, without
the need for any language-specific discourse anno-
tations. We hope that this opens up research into
discourse parsing for seriously under-resourced
languages. We integrate the end-to-end PDTB
parser from Knaebel (2021), but in principle, an
end-to-end RST parser (Joty et al., 2015; Heilman
and Sagae, 2015; Ji and Eisenstein, 2014) could
be plugged in as well. The components we im-
plemented for both machine translation and word
alignment were mostly selected because of their
user-friendly APIs. However, our system architec-
ture is modular by design, and systems focusing
on particular, low-resource languages can easily
be plugged in. A good example for machine trans-
lation is presented by Lin et al. (2023), whereas
good examples for word alignment are provided by

Procopio et al. (2021); Chen et al. (2021).
Using annotation projection for (sub-tasks of)

discourse parsing is not novel. Laali and Kosseim
(2017) use annotation projection from English to
French on a parallel corpus (Europarl) and improve
f1 score for discourse connective identification in
French by 15 points. Sluyter-Gäthje et al. (2020)
employ machine translation in combination with
word alignment, in order to create a German cor-
pus automatically annotated for discourse relations.
However, in contrast to Laali and Kosseim (2017),
we include machine translation and thereby dynam-
ically enable discourse parsing for any language.
In contrast to Sluyter-Gäthje et al. (2020), we fo-
cus on the pipeline itself and make that available,
instead of focusing on curating and publishing the
output of the process (e.g., a corpus annotated for
discourse relations in a particular language).

3 Pipeline Architecture

The following subsections explain the three dif-
ferent components of our pipeline to annotate any
non-English text with discourse relations, follow-
ing the PDTB framework. We use a modular setup,
such that individual components can be swapped
out for alternatives that perform better for particu-
lar languages or domains. The system architecture
is illustrated in Figure 1. The rounded boxes on
the right depict the individual modules. The listed
components are the ones we implemented, but for
every module, additional components can easily be
integrated. For machine translation, using a cus-
tom model, trained specifically for a low-resource
language (pair) can improve performance. For the
discourse parsing module, relevant alternatives that
work end-to-end can be integrated. For word align-
ment, tools that can be trained on or tuned for spe-
cific language pairs might return better results. See
Section 2 for some suggestions. As long as these
components accept and return input/output in the
same format, they can easily be interchanged. A
detailed description of the modules and the com-
ponents that we integrated into our pipeline is pro-
vided in the following subsections.

3.1 Machine Translation

The first step is translating any non-English input
text into English. We integrated both the DeepL1

and Google Tranlate2 APIs. At time of writing

1https://github.com/DeepLcom/deepl-python
2https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/
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Figure 1: System architecture.

this, DeepL and Google Translate offer translations
from/to 30 and 133 languages, respectively. For
languages not included in either of those, or for
domains where a specialized machine translation
engine performs better, this module can easily be
replaced by a custom machine translation engine.

Both the input and output format of this first
module are a list of sentences; the original input
text must be split into sentences, translation is then
done sentence-by-sentence, and the output is a list
of English sentences. The length of both input and
output lists has to be identical.

The reason for translating sentence-by-sentence
is that 1) the performance of word alignment is
expected to be better when done sentence-based
as opposed to text-based, and that 2) doing word
alignment on longer texts rapidly leads to memory
issues or long execution times. The drawback is

that the English translation might be less fluent
in cases where it might come more naturally to
either merge or split up multiple sentences during
translation.

3.2 Discourse Parsing
The second step in our pipeline is applying an end-
to-end discourse parser on the English equivalent
of the original input. We opted for English as an
intermediate language because most training data
annotated with PDTB-style discourse relations
is available in English. For particular language
pairs, if an end-to-end discourse parser is available
in a language that is syntactically closer, using
that might make sense, as word alignment can
be expected to perform better in such a scenario.
In our pipeline, we integrated discopy (Knaebel,
2021), because of its state-of-the-art performance
and ease of use, accepting pre-tokenized input and
running as a Docker container.

[
[ ’ There ’ , " ’ s " , ’ smoke ’ , ’ in ’ , ’my’ , ’ i r i s ’ , ’ . ’ ] ,
[ ’ But ’ , ’ I ’ , ’ p a i n t e d ’ , ’ a ’ , ’ sunny ’ , ’ day ’ , ’ on ’ ,

’ the ’ , ’ i n s i d e ’ , ’ of ’ , ’my’ , ’ e y e l i d s ’ , ’ . ’ ]
]

Listing 1: Example of discopy input format.

{" r e l a t i o n s " : [
{

" Arg1 " : {
" C h a r a c t e r S p a n L i s t " : [

[ 0 , 25]
] ,

" RawText " : " There ’ s smoke i n my i r i s , " ,
" T o k e n L i s t " : [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ]

} ,
" Arg2 " : {

" C h a r a c t e r S p a n L i s t " : [
[ 3 0 , 80]

] ,
" RawText " : " I p a i n t e d a sunny day on t h e

i n s i d e o f my e y e l i d s . " ,
" T o k e n L i s t " : [ 8 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 ,

16 , 17 , 18 , 19]
} ,
" C o n n e c t i v e " : {

" C h a r a c t e r S p a n L i s t " : [
[ 2 6 , 29]

] ,
" RawText " : " b u t " ,
" T o k e n L i s t " : [ 7 ]

} ,
" DocID " : −2650724294676803157 ,
" ID " : 0 ,
" Sense " : [

" Comparison . C o n t r a s t "
] ,
" Type " : " E x p l i c i t "

}
]

}

Listing 2: Example of discopy output format.

This module takes the translated and tokenized
text as input. The input must be a list of sentences,
which in turn consist of lists of tokens. Sentences
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are already segmented in the previous step. To-
kenization can be done with whatever method is
most convenient to the user (e.g., spaCy, Stanza,
UDPipe). An example of the required input format
is included in Listing 1.

The output of this module is a JSON object, indi-
cating where in the (English) input text, discourse
relations have been found, indicated through both
character offsets and token indices (based on the
pre-tokenized input). An example is included in
Listing 2.

3.3 Annotation Projection

The third and final step is that of projecting
discourse relation annotations back onto the
original input text. We integrated SimAlign
(Jalili Sabet et al., 2020) and AWESoME (Dou and
Neubig, 2021), but any word aligner that accepts
sentence-segmented input and returns output in
“Pharaoh format” can be used here. The Pharaoh
format indicates which token in the source text
corresponds to which token in the target text,
and the example displayed in Figure 2 would be
represented as follows:
[(0, 0), (1, 1), (2, 6), (3, 3), (4, 4), (5, 5)]

Figure 2: Word alignment example.

In this third and final step, we combine the re-
sults of the previous steps, with annotations all
based on token indices and character offsets, to
project the discourse relation annotations for the
English translation back onto the original input text.
For this, we use the same JSON format that discopy
uses (see Listing 2), but now the annotations are on
the original, non-English input text.

4 Results

Our pipeline is specifically targeted at low-resource
languages for which no discourse relation annota-
tions exist at all. However, without any gold data,
we cannot get any idea of performance of our setup.
So, in order to assess this across various languages
and domains, we use the PDTB-style corpora fea-
tured in the 2023 DISRPT shared task (Braud et al.,
2023) as gold data to evaluate our pipeline.

The shared task includes two sub-tasks, one fo-
cusing on segmentation and another focusing on
relation sense classification. For PDTB-style cor-
pora, the segmentation task is essentially about
identifying connectives. The sense classification
task assumes gold annotations for connective and
relation arguments. While our pipeline returns dis-
course relations, fully specified with a connective,
arguments and a relation sense, we decided to eval-
uate only on the segmentation task, i.e., connective
identification, for now, as there is significant room
for error propagation in our pipeline and we first
want to get an idea of performance on the most
upstream and comparably simpler task.

The segmentation sub-task for PDTB-style cor-
pora includes five (non-English) languages (Italian,
Portuguese, Turkish, Thai and Chinese), distributed
over seven different corpora. An overview is in-
cluded in Table 1.

Corpus Domain
ita.pdtb.luna IT helpdesk dialogs
por.pdtb.crpc news, fiction
por.pdtb.tedm TED talks
tha.pdtb.tdtb news
tur.pdtb.tdb news, fiction
tur.pdtb.tedm TED talks
zho.pdtb.cdtb news

Table 1: Overview of evaluation corpora.

In the task setup, the participants were provided
with a train, dev and test set. Systems could there-
fore be trained and tuned for the relevant language
using the train and dev sets. Since we do not train
our system in any way for a particular language or
domain, we do not expect to match performance
of the trained systems that participated in the task,
but for comparison, we do include results for Dis-
Cut (Kamaladdini Ezzabady et al., 2021; Metheniti
et al., 2023), as this is the only system that sub-
mitted results for connective identification in the
plain track, a setup that most resembles ours. We
consider this the upper-bound of expected perfor-
mance. To compare against a reasonable baseline
that also does not require any pre-training and
is aimed at low-resource/no-resource languages,
we use a lexicon-based approach. This comprises
simple pattern-matching using connective lexicons
bundled on a dedicated platform3. Lexicons for
all evaluation languages except Thai are available

3http://connective-lex.info/
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on this platform. Similarly, because DeepL does
not support Thai, the corresponding results are not
included either. For all (other) corpora, we ex-
periment with different configurations for the in-
dividual modules and their integrated components.
We calculate precision, recall and f1 scores for all
corpora, based on the *.test.conllu files from the
shared task4. Since our system needs no training
data, we could in principle evaluate against all avail-
able data (including train and dev sets), but to make
a direct comparison to DisCut’s performance possi-
ble, we evaluate on the test sets only. The results
are included in Table 2.

5 Discussion

As illustrated by the performance of DisCut, with
f1 scores generally in the 80s to 90s, given the avail-
ability of training data, identifying connectives is
relatively easy, at least when compared to other sub-
tasks in discourse parsing. We included the lexicon-
and pattern-matching-based baseline, performing
considerably worse, to indicate performance when
no training data is used at all, since this much more
resembles the targeted application scenario of our
pipeline.

The mid section of Table 2 represents the results
of experimenting with different system configu-
rations. Overall, we can see that our annotation
projection approach performs considerably better
than the baseline, except for on zho.pdtb.cdtb and
ita.pdtb.luna. However, a trained classifier per-
forms significantly better still. Based on this rel-
atively small set of languages and corpora, there
does not seem to be a trend with regard to indi-
vidual languages performing better or worse, as
the difference within languages (46 and 64 for the
two Portuguese corpora, and 42 and 48 for the two
Turkish corpora, both for deepl-discopy-awesome)
does not seem to be significantly smaller than the
difference between languages.

The following sections discuss the influence of
different system configurations with regard to ma-
chine translation and word alignment.

5.1 Machine Translation

By looking at the pairs for deepl-discopy-
simalign and googletrans-discopy-simalign first,
and deepl-discopy-awesome and googletrans-
discopy-awesome second, we can see the influ-
ence of a difference in machine translation alone.

4https://github.com/disrpt/sharedtask2023data

For all languages except Chinese, the setup us-
ing DeepL performs better than the setup us-
ing Google Translate, with the difference in fi-
nal f1 score ranging from 1 point (42 for deepl-
discopy-awesome vs. 41 for googletrans-discopy-
awesome on tur.pdtb.tdb), to 6 points (64 for
deepl-discopy-awesome vs. 58 for googletrans-
discopy-awesome on por.pdtb.tedm). For Chi-
nese, the setup using Google Translate outperforms
the setup using DeepL by up to 4 points. Recall
that DeepL does not support Thai, hence no re-
sults using this in the setup can be provided for
tha.pdtb.tdtb.

As noted in Section 3.1, the machine translation
module only accepts input that is already split into
sentences, and translation proceeds on a sentence-
by-sentence basis. Translating sentences in isola-
tion is likely to have a negative impact on trans-
lation output quality, since it will be less context-
aware. This is particularly unfortunate as we are
dealing with coherence relations, which are often
realized beyond sentence boundaries. We consider
it an important next step in the development of our
system to feed the sentence-segmented input into
the machine translation engine in batch-wise fash-
ion. In this way, we can take context into account,
but still force it to return the same number of output
sentences as are present in the input, to allow for
sentence-based word alignment.

5.1.1 Implicitation and Explicitation
Since we are translating discourse relations and are
evaluating on the sub-task of connective identifi-
cation, an issue known from the literature (Meyer
and Webber, 2013; Lapshinova-Koltunski and Carl,
2022; Lapshinova-Koltunski et al., 2022; Yung
et al., 2023) to take into account is implicitation
and explicitation, where discourse connectives are
either removed (explicit relations in the source
text become implicit relations in the target text)
or added (vice-versa) during translation. Especially
implicitation has a negative effect on performance,
as discourse connectives just disappear. Explicita-
tion presumably does not affect performance that
much in our evaluation setup, as in most cases,
word alignment will not find any tokens in the
source text that align to the newly added connec-
tives in the target text. Both implicitation and ex-
plicitation are known to play out differently, de-
pending on whether text is translated by machines
or by humans, i.e., Meyer and Webber (2013) find
an implicitation rate of up to 18% in human trans-
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ita.pdtb.luna por.pdtb.crpc por.pdtb.tedm tha.pdtb.tdtb
p r f1 p r f1 p r f1 p r f1

baseline 28 58 38 58 13 22 48 15 23 - - -
deepl-discopy-simalign 50 30 38 68 33 44 85 52 64 - - -
deepl-discopy-awesome 51 30 38 73 34 46 85 52 64 - - -
googletrans-discopy-simalign 48 29 36 72 28 41 81 46 58 52 20 29
googletrans-discopy-awesome 48 29 36 75 28 41 81 46 58 61 21 32
DisCut 66 78 72 78 81 79 75 85 79 85 59 70

tur.pdtb.tdb tur.pdtb.tedm zho.pdtb.cdtb
p r f1 p r f1 p r f1

baseline 27 18 22 49 13 21 51 30 38
deepl-discopy-simalign 37 35 36 69 33 45 46 26 33
deepl-discopy-awesome 42 42 42 79 34 48 50 24 33
googletrans-discopy-simalign 36 34 35 64 21 42 57 28 37
googletrans-discopy-awesome 45 38 41 71 31 43 58 27 36
DisCut 90 92 91 51 89 65 92 89 90

Table 2: Results of four system configurations on seven non-English corpora. We compare our parser with a
lexicon-based baseline and language-specific, trained system (DisCut). The reported scores are in percentages (%).

lations, and up to 8% in machine translations.

To investigate to what extent this effect may have
negatively impacted performance of our system,
we select one corpus where our pipeline did not
outperform the baseline (ita.pdtb.luna) and one
where it outperformed the baseline by quite some
margin (por.pdtb.tedm). We look at implicitation,
by selecting sentences that contain one or more
connectives, and then checking if their English
translation contains a potential connective, using
Eng-DiMLex, an inventory of English discourse
connectives (Das et al., 2018). If there is no match,
we consider this a case of potential implicitation,
and manually investigate further.

In ita.pdtb.luna, there are 202 sentences contain-
ing one or more connectives (of 1.304 sentences
in total). Using the procedure described above, we
find 23 instances of possible implicitation. Out of
these 23 instances, 8 are cases where the input is
too short to return a reasonable translation. Be-
cause the corpus consists of IT helpdesk dialogs,
these include (possibly interrupted) turns in a di-
alog, such as ma tanto noi (“but we”) and perchè
(“why”). 4 instances contain cioè, which is con-
sistently translated to “i.e.” in English, which is
not in Eng-DiMLex. This is basically a design
decision (to not include abbreviations), since the
semantically identical for example is included in
Eng-DiMLex and would be annotated according
to PDTB guidelines. Of the remaining 12 cases,
7 are cases of actual implicitation, and the other

5 are originating from the fact that the connective
in Italian is one word, and corresponding candi-
dates in English are phrasal. A frequent example is
che, where the English equivalent that is present in
the translation. But although Eng-DiMlex includes
given that, so that and after that, for example, it
does not include that in isolation.

In por.pdtb.tedm, there are 122 sentences con-
taining one or more connectives (of 246 sentences
in total), and 7 instances of possible implicitation.
Upon manual investigation, we found that this in-
cludes 4 cases of actual implicitation, with the re-
maining 3 being border line cases, which according
to the English, PDTB annotation guidelines (Eng-
DiMLex is largely extracted from the PDTB) are
not considered connectives. An example is Agora
podem vê# -la a desenrolar. (“Now you can watch
it unfold.”), where Agora is annotated as a con-
nective, whereas “Now” would probably not be
annotated according to PDTB guidelines.

In all corpora except for tur.pdtb.tdb, recall is
considerably lower than precision. We suspect that
the reason for this is that we can “lose” connec-
tives in our processing pipeline (which negatively
impacts recall), but we can never “gain” new con-
nectives to compensate for this. If discopy finds
new connectives in the English translations (i.e., ex-
plicitation), they will not be projected back onto the
original text, because they are implicit there. Upon
investigation, we found that for tur.pdtb.tedm,
with 247 connective tokens, only 119 were found
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in the English translations, resulting in an upper-
bound (if all instances found are correct) of 48% for
recall. The subsequent annotation projection step
actually retained all 119 instances. This suggests
that the largest source of error is running discopy
on the English translations.

Ultimately, it might be more relevant to con-
sider a more holistic evaluation, focusing on which
relations (including arguments and senses) have
been found, instead of which connectives have been
found. As explained earlier though, we first want
to get an idea of performance of comparably sim-
pler tasks, before we move to such a more abstract
evaluation.

5.2 Discourse Parsing & Word Alignment
In our current setup, we only include one dis-
course parser, hence cannot experiment with dif-
ferent setups for this module. By investigating the
rows deepl-discopy-simalign and deepl-discopy-
awesome first, and googletrans-discopy-simalign
and googletrans-discopy-awesome second, we
can see the influence of a difference in word align-
ment alone. The setup using AWESoME outper-
forms the setup using SimAlign on all data sets ex-
cept zho.pdtb.cdtb, where only in the setup using
Google Translate, SimAlign returns better results.
AWESoME outperforming SimAlign overall is in
line with the findings of Dou and Neubig (2021),
who compare their results to SimAlign as well.

In an attempt to isolate the effect of discourse
parsing and word alignment quality on our fi-
nal f1 score, we zoom in on one document from
one particular corpus. We select talk_1976 from
por.pdtb.tedm and investigate the best-performing
setup for this corpus (deepl-discopy-awesome).
Talk_1976 contains 59 connectives in its gold anno-
tation. In the English translation of this document,
discopy finds 38 relations, 34 of which are explicit
(i.e., contain a connective). We found that all 34
connectives were true positives, and they were cor-
rectly aligned to the source connective. This is in
line with the relatively high precision (85) for this
corpus. During manual analysis, we noticed that
most instances of explicit relations that were found,
featured fairly frequent connectives like e (“and”),
mas (“but”), se (“if”) and porque (“because”), but
less frequent connectives were missed by the parser.
A case in point is Agora (“now”) in Agora podem
vê# -la a desenrolar. (“Now you can watch it un-
fold.”), which was missed by discopy, although as
mentioned in the previous section, this might ac-

tually not be considered a connective, according
to the PDTB guidelines, and recall that discopy is
trained on the PDTB.

Another example of this kind, resulting from the
fact that the corpus discopy is trained on, might use
a different definition than the corpus it is applied
on, is Bem, imaginemos que pegamos no Telescópio
Espacial Hubble e o rodamos e o deslocamos para
a órbita de Marte. (“Well, let’s imagine we take
the Hubble Space Telescope and rotate it and move
it into orbit around Mars.”), where imaginemos
(“let’s imagine”) is annotated as a connective. Sim-
ilarly, in Seria o mesmo se erguesse o meu pole-
gar e bloqueasse o ponto luminoso à frente de_ os
meus olhos (“It would be the same if I raised my
thumb and blocked the light spot in front of my
eyes”), Seria o mesmo (“It would be the same”) is
annotated as a connective. Such examples would
most likely be annotated as alternative lexicaliza-
tions in the English PDTB, but other corpora might
have different definitions. We refer to Danlos et al.
(2018) for a detailed discussion, and furthermore
note that because in this paper, we are evaluating
on connectives specifically, this issue is particu-
larly challenging. For users interested in discourse
parsing in general (without specifically looking at
connectives), it might be less important whether
some relation is found as an Explicit or as an Alt-
Lex type relation, as long as it is found.

5.3 Domain Transfer
Based on the 7 corpora, distributed over 5 different
languages, we do not observe a significantly larger
variance in f1 score across languages, compared to
within languages. The two best-scoring corpora are
both from the TED Multilingual Discourse Bank
(Zeyrek et al., 2018). This raises the question as
to whether expected performance is determined by
original language or, rather, by original domain.
Discopy has been trained on the original, English
PDTB corpus, which represents the financial news
domain (Wall Street Journal articles). The two TED
corpora por.pdtb.tedm and tur.pdtb.tedm contain

“prepared, formal monologues (...) delivered to a
live audience” (Zeyrek et al., 2018, pp.1915), on
a variety of topics. At first glance, this does not
necessarily resemble WSJ articles. While one of
the corpora for which our pipeline does not out-
perform the baseline, ita.pdtb.luna, is from an
even less similar genre (spoken dialogs from the IT
helpdesk domain (Tonelli et al., 2010)), the other
corpus, zho.pdtb.ctdb consists of newswire text
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(Zhou et al., 2014), which at first glance seems
very similar to the domain discopy was trained
on. In the 2023 shared task, por.pdtb.tedm and
tur.pdtb.tedm corresponded to the “Out of Do-
main” setting. For Turkish, this seems to have had
a major impact on a system trained on a different
domain, as demonstrated by the performance drop
from 91 (tur.pdtb.tdb) to 65 (tur.pdtb.tedm) for
DisCut. However, such a drop is not observed for
DisCut’s performance on Portuguese, with both
corpora having the same f1 score.

6 Conclusion & Future Work

We present a multi-lingual Shallow Discourse Pars-
ing pipeline that makes use of machine translation,
an English discourse parser and word alignment to
project annotations onto the original, non-English
input text. We specifically aim to support low-
resource scenarios and make rudimentary discourse
parsing possible for languages without any avail-
able training data, since our pipeline needs no train-
ing data at all. Our code is made available online.5

We evaluate our approach on the sub-task of con-
nective identification and compare different config-
urations of our pipeline to a lexicon-based baseline,
and to a system specifically designed for the task
and trained on in-language, in-domain data. Our
system outperforms the baseline in most cases, and
for individual corpora improves f1 score by a factor
of 2.7. We find that a trained system still performs
considerably better, but for the best-scoring corpus,
we retain 81% of the upper-bound f1 score.

In our current architecture, translation is done
sentence-by-sentence, so as to keep sentences
aligned for better word alignment performance. We
consider more context-aware translation (Herold
and Ney, 2023) the most important piece of future
work. In addition, further investigation of error
propagation, as well as the effect of domain trans-
fer, are promising venues for future work. In this
paper, we evaluate our approach on the sub-task of
connective identification only. Our pipeline returns
fully specified relations (with a type, arguments
and relation sense), and we leave it to future work
to evaluate on more than just connective identi-
fication. Relevant related work in this respect is
represented by Kurfalı and Östling (2019), who
work on implicit relation classification without ex-
ploiting any (language-specific) training data, and

5https://github.com/PeterBourgonje/
projan-disco/

we consider it an important next step to experiment
with zero-shot transfer (Kurfalı and Östling, 2019,
2021) for other sub-tasks of discourse parsing.

Our system architecture is modular by design,
with relatively common exchange formats (Pharaoh
for word alignments, PDTB-style JSON for dis-
course relations) across modules, and where indi-
vidual components fine-tuned to a particular lan-
guage are available, these can easily plugged in.
Furthermore, our current architecture includes only
a PDTB parser and another possible extension is
the integration of RST parsers.

7 Limitations

In our pipeline, we integrated two alternatives for
machine translation, and two alternatives for word
alignment. Due to the limited availability of end-
to-end Shallow discourse parsers, we only include
one such parser in our setup and evaluation. Since
we see systematic differences in performance for
both machine translation and word alignment, de-
pending on which module is used, integrating more
components would provide a broader perspective.
Especially since both alignment components are
designed to work out-of-the-box, without any fine-
tuning, which most likely means that they will work
best on languages not too dissimilar to English.

Since we use a discourse parser trained on one
specific English corpus, from one domain (finan-
cial news), we consider this the most prominent
limitation of our system. While through this very
work, we attempt to open up discourse research
to under-resourced languages, we recognize that
we may actually end up enforcing principles and
paradigms that happen to work well for English
onto languages where discourse relations may be
realized in different ways. We already observe and
discuss examples of this kind in Section 5.2. While
we believe that our work may support the creation
of corpora in other languages, it is important to
keep this in mind and attempt to minimize bias
when using the output of our system in annotation
campaigns.
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